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We explore the hypothesis of having an approximate lepton number conservation as a way to
achieve a successful leptogenesis in low-scale seesaw mechanisms. The smallness of the active
neutrino masses, as well as a strong degeneracy in the mass spectrum of the heavy sterile states,
are both consequence of the assumed approximate symmetry. We propose a minimal extension
of the Standard Model in order to implement the idea, and perform an analytical and numerical
study to determine the viable solutions in the model and the testability of this leptogenesis
scenario in future experiments.
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1. Introduction
The massive nature of neutrinos and the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) are two
observations that call for an extension of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM). A popular
and common solution to both these issues is the introduction of fermionic fields that are singlet
under the SM gauge group: these fields can account for neutrino masses via a seesaw mechanism,
while the heavy eigenstates in the mass spectrum (sterile neutrinos) can generate a lepton asymme-
try in the early Universe while they decay out of equilibrium (thermal leptogenesis) [1]. The lepton
asymmetry is eventually converted into a baryon asymmetry by sphalerons. In order to account for
the observed BAU via thermal leptogenesis the extra SM states must in general have masses larger
than 108 GeV, making this mechanism impossible to probe in current experimental facilities. The
value of the new physics (NP) scale can be nonetheless lower (∼ TeV) in the presence of a resonant
amplification of the lepton asymmetry, if the new states feature a degeneracy in their mass spec-
trum [2]. At even lower scales (∼ GeV) thermal leptogenesis is no more effective, but a sizeable
lepton asymmetry can be nonetheless generated during the production of the heavy states in the
early Universe [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. This leptogenesis mechanism is very interesting since the new
states lie at the GeV scale and can thus be probed in future experiments.
2. Leptogenesis, neutrino masses and lepton number violation
The minimal setup for a viable leptogenesis at the GeV scale requires the existence of a pair of
sterile neutrinos which are strongly degenerate in mass. These states oscillate among themselves,
generating an asymmetry in their sterile flavour numbers. An asymmetry in the active flavours is
then generated, given the flavour violating Yukawa interactions that connect the sterile neutrinos
to the Higgs and the active lepton doublets. Notice however that due to the small value of the
ratio between the Majorana masses of the sterile neutrinos, M ∼ GeV, and the temperature at
which the leptogenesis process takes place T & TW ≈ 140 GeV,1 the rates of the lepton number
violating interactions can be safely neglected. The total lepton asymmetry, defined as the sum of
the asymmetries in the individual (active and sterile) flavours, is thus vanishing. However, since
sphalerons only couple to the active leptons, they eventually convert the asymmetry in the active
flavours (and only that asymmetry) into a net baryon asymmetry.
Notice that the basic ingredients for a successful leptogenesis at the GeV scale (low-scale see-
saw and a strong degeneracy in the masses of the sterile sector) are naturally present in neutrino
mass generation mechanisms characterised by an approximate conservation of the total lepton num-
ber L. In this framework the scale of the (lepton number violating) active neutrino Majorana masses
is suppressed by the approximate symmetry, while the heavy states couple to form pseudo-Dirac
pairs which are strongly degenerate in mass. The simplest implementation of this idea consists in
extending the SM by adding two sterile fermions NiR with opposite lepton number, L = ±1. Con-
sidering for simplicity a toy model with only one active flavour νL, the lepton conserving part of
1TW is the temperature of the electroweak phase transition.
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the mass matrix is, in the basis (νL,N1R
c
,N2R
c
),
M0 =
 0
1√
2
Yv 0
1√
2
Yv 0 Λ
0 Λ 0
 , (2.1)
where v denotes the Higgs vacuum expectation value (v = 246 GeV at zero temperature), Y is the
Yukawa coupling between the sterile fermion with L= 1 and the Higgs and lepton doublets, Λ is a
mass parameter coupling the sterile fermions. The mass spectrum resulting from this mass matrix
is
mν = 0, M1,2 =
√
|Λ|2 + 1
2
|Yv|2. (2.2)
In order to account for both nonzero neutrino masses and a viable leptogenesis it is necessary to
perturb this mass matrix by inserting small lepton number violating parameters, which will lift
the degeneracy in the heavy states and generate neutrino masses. A term in the (1,1) entry of M0
violates gauge invariance and can only be generated in non-minimal models, for instance by adding
an Higgs isospin triplet. We are not interested in such a case, and there are thus 3 possible ways to
perturb M0
∆MISS =
 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 ξΛ
 , ∆MLSS =
 0 0
ε√
2
Y ′v
0 0 0
ε√
2
Y ′v 0 0
 , ∆MESS =
 0 0 00 ξ ′Λ 0
0 0 0
 , (2.3)
where ξ ,ε and ξ ′ are small dimensionless parameters. The first pattern reproduces the Inverse
Seesaw (ISS) mechanisms [10, 11], the second one the Linear Seesaw (LSS) [12, 13] while the
third one is the Extended Seesaw (ESS) [14] which generates neutrino masses at loop level. By
imposing the requirement of reproducing the observed values for the active neutrino masses, mν &√
∆m2atm ' 5× 10−2 eV, and the condition that the Yukawa couplings for the heavy states are
small enough such that they remain out of equilibrium during the leptogenesis process, Y <
√
2×
10−7 [3], it is possible to show that the ISS pattern provides a mass spitting in the heavy sector
which is too large in order to account for a successful leptogenesis [15]. On the other hand the mass
splitting generated by the LSS pattern depends on the Higgs VEV v, and it thus vanishes before the
electroweak phase transition, when the leptogenesis process is effective. The ESS suffers from the
same problems of the ISS but with a still larger mass splitting. We thus conclude that the minimal
framework in order to naturally account for both neutrino masses and a low-scale leptogenesis,
based on an approximate lepton number conservation, is the SM extended by two sterile fermions
with an opposite lepton number assignment, considering both an ISS and a LSS-like perturbations.
The mass matrix for this model in the realistic 3-flavour case is given by (cf. also [16])
M =
 0
1√
2
Yv ε√
2
Y′v
1√
2
YT v 0 Λ
ε√
2
Y′T v Λ ξΛ
 , (2.4)
where the notation is a self-evident generalisation of the one in eqs. (2.1, 2.3), with the 3-dimensional
vectors Y,Y′ containing the Yukawa couplings which are all assumed to be of the same order of
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magnitude. Notice that the ordering of the second and third column/row of Eqs. (2.1, 2.4) arises
from the lepton number assignment L = +1 and −1, respectively. Choosing ε > 1 and |Y| ' |Y′|
correspondingly smaller, implies switching this assignment. Thus very large values of ε  1 also
correspond to an approximate conservation of the lepton number, and there is an approximate sym-
metry under ε → 1/ε which becomes exact when ξ ,ξ ′→ 0. It is interesting that the small lepton
number violating parameters in eq. (2.4) are directly related to the oscillation dynamics among the
two heavy states: the parameter ξ determines the relative mass splitting, while the parameter ε is
related to the mixing among the states, cf. Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Correlation between the lepton number violating parameters in the model and the quantities
relevant for the oscillation dynamics in the heavy neutrino sector. Left panel: relative mass splitting δm ≡
2(M5−M4)/(M5 +M4) as a function of the “ISS” perturbation ξ . Right panel: mixing angle as a function
of the “LSS” perturbation ε; blue (orange) points refer to solutions with ξ > 0.1 (ξ < 0.1).
3. Viable parameter space and testability
In the regime of weak washout for the generation of a lepton asymmetry, defined as the one
in which the heavy sterile neutrinos are far from thermal equilibrium for the entire duration of the
leptogenesis process, the final baryon asymmetry is given by [15]
Y∆B =
n∆B
s
=
945
2528
22/3
31/3pi5/2Γ(5/6)
1
gs
sin3 φ
M0
TW
M4/30
(∆m2)2/3
Tr
[
F†δF
]
, (3.1)
where Fα j = YαIUI j are the Yukawa couplings in the mass basis, U is the leptonic mixing matrix
and the indices run over α = e,µ,τ (active flavours), I = 1,2 (sterile flavours) and j = 1, . . . ,5
(mass eigenstates). ∆m2 = M25 −M24 is the mass squared difference of the heavy neutrinos, gs
represents the degrees of freedom in the thermal bath at T = TW , M0 ≈ 7×1017 GeV, sinφ ∼ 0.012
and δ = diag(δα) is defined as:
δα =∑
i> j
Im
[
Fαi
(
F†F
)
i jF
†
jα
]
. (3.2)
As a rule of thumb, the weak washout regime can be defined by the condition
∣∣Fα j∣∣ <√2×10−7
for any combination of indices α, j. By means of the expression (3.1) we have performed a scan of
the parameter space of the model, in order to determine the viable parameter space that accounts for
both the observed neutrino masses (and mixing) and for a viable leptogenesis in the weak washout
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regime. The results of the scan are reported in Fig. 2: the left panel reports the viable parameter
space for the lepton number violating parameters, ε and ξ , while the right panel reports the active-
sterile mixing of the solutions in the µ flavour, as a function of the mass of the lightest sterile
neutrino in the heavy pair, together with the expected sensitivity of some planned experiments [17,
18]. In order to achieve a successful leptogenesis in the weak washout regime a strong degeneracy
Figure 2: Viable solutions accounting for both neutrino masses (and mixing) and leptogenesis in the weak
washout regime. Blue (red) points refer to a normal (inverse) ordering for the light neutrino mass spectrum.
Left panel: viable parameter space for the lepton number violating parameters ξ ,ε . Right panel: viable solu-
tions in the plane (|Uµ4|2, M4), where Uµ4 is the active-sterile mixing in the µ flavour for the lightest sterile
neutrino with mass M4; the expected sensitivity of planned future experiments is reported for comparison.
The asterisks refer to two benchmark solutions in the strong washout regime.
in the masses of the heavy pair, of the order of 10−3 or stronger, is needed. As it is evident from
the right panel in Fig. 2, the requirement of the sterile neutrinos being out of thermal equilibrium
puts an upper bound on the allowed active-sterile mixing, with the result that the viable solutions in
the weak washout regime are not testable in future facilities, apart from a small region of very light
masses that can be probed by LBFN/DUNE. This conclusion, however, does not prevent the model
to be tested in future experiments, since the above described analysis has been based on eq. (3.1)
which, we recall, is valid only in the weak washout regime. Viable solutions are present for larger
values of the Yukawa couplings as well, and consequently for larger values of the active-sterile
mixing. In this regime (strong washout) the heavy neutrinos equilibrate at late times, washing out
the produced lepton asymmetry; if the depletion is not complete a residual lepton asymmetry is
nonetheless present at the time of the electroweak phase transition, when the sphaleron transitions
freeze-out a non-zero residual baryon asymmetry. Since the analytic expression in eq. (3.1) is not
valid in this regime, it is necessary to rely on numerical methods. The computation is numerically
challenging and a complete scan of the parameter space is beyond the scope of the work. Our
analysis has been based on the numerical study of a set of benchmark points, in order to demonstrate
the existence and testability of these solutions, two of which are reported in the right panel of Fig. 2
as asterisks. As it is evident, solutions in the strong washout regime are within the testability of
future experiments.
4. Conclusion
In this work we have proposed and implemented the hypothesis of having an approximate
lepton number conservation as a key to achieve leptogenesis in low-scale seesaw mechanisms (∼
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GeV). This approximate symmetry accounts at the same time for the smallness of the observed
neutrino masses, for the low value of the new physics scale and for the strong degeneracy in the
mass spectrum of the heavy sterile neutrinos, which in turn induces an asymmetry in the individual
flavour numbers due to CP-violating oscillations. We have proposed a minimal extension of the SM
in order to implement this hypothesis, and studied its solutions by means of an analytical expression
for the final baryon asymmetry valid in the weak washout regime, which has been validated and
complemented by the numerical solution of a set of benchmark points in both the weak and strong
washout regimes. We have found that, although the solutions in the weak washout regime are
outside the sensitivity of future experiments, solutions in the strong washout regime are testable in
planned laboratory facilities.
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